Kalamazoo County Fair 4-H Calligraphy Guidelines

Beginners

- Students should complete two short quotes or sayings of the same type of script (Italic).
- These quotes may be done on any size paper, using ink and any size pen nib (C-1 recommended).
- These projects should be matted (framing optional).

Intermediate

- Students should do two longer quotes or sayings in Formal, Italic or Chancery Cursive types of script, on any size paper and nib, or they may do a large poster in (style optional), for example; this poster may be done with paint or ink.

Advanced

- Students should design their own Christmas Card, Wedding Invitation, Birthday Card, Thank You Card, etc.
- Stationary Letter Heads would also be a project for third year.
- These can be left up to the instructor with the keyword – originality in (Formal Italic, Chancery Cursive, Uncial or Roman Hand).
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